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Galil Style Replacement 
Buttstock or Armbrace

User Manual          Rev: 2/3/22

Caution: Always make sure that firearm is completely unloaded before performing any work. These instructions 
provide gunsmiths and home builders with useful tips for installation. This is a relatively simple task but does 
require careful, patient work and a certain amount of mechanical skill. Please consider returning the kit for a refund 
or taking it to a gunsmith to install if you have any doubt as to whether you are capable of performing the 
installation.

Congratulations and thank you for purchasing this device for your firearm. When properly installed and used, the 
folding stock or armbrace should provide many years of dependable service. These instructions are provided to 
explain the optimal installation method. Installation is the same for stock or armbrace. Be aware that laws and 
BATFE rules may change regarding the use of these items with your gun so care must be given to either register the 
weapon as an NFA controlled SBR or ensure that NFA rules do not apply to your configuration.

Safety glasses should be worn in case you  lose control of the spring loaded hinge parts (which could cause them to 
fly away in unpredictable directions.

Tools

pocketknife or other e-clip removal tool
workbench vice
1/4” - 5/16” diameter rod x 6” long minimum (can use phillips screwdriver, long drill bit, or punch)

Included Hardware

.360” X 1.125” X .045” compression spring (original may be used)

.335” black phosphate E-Clip for 3/6” OD pin (original may be used)
Galil replacement hinge pin (may use original instead)
RH folding 8” buttstock, 9” buttstock, or ArmBrace assembly
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Procedure

Place the rod of your choice into vice and clamp tightly with at least the height of your pistol grip + 1/4” sticking up.
With existing stock/brace in fully folded position, align the existing hinge pin with your rod and press the gun 
downwards to move pin above the hinge base top. Using a knife or other tool, remove the E-clip by sliding it 
sideways in opposite direction of it's gap.

Fig1  Fig2
Installation Rod In Vice Gun On Rod 

Hold on very carefully to the E-clip, and bottom of hinge pin so that the parts do not fly apart. Carefully remove 
them all and the existing stock or brace from gun.

Fig3
Sliding out E-Clip

To install new stock or brace, reverse the procedure, but it is usually helpful to start in the 90° “halfway extended” 
position until you get the new pin and spring pushed up from the bottom and  slightly into the upper 1/4” hole of the 
hinge arm. Once it is started in, return the stock/brace to fully folded position and again press the pin upwards with 
your installation rod. Now just slide an E-clip back fully into the groove of the hinge pin and release from the 
installation rod.
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A video for this procedure is available here:

https://rumble.com/vubepg-cnc-warrior-galil-replacement-stock-installation.html

We wish you all the best with your gun build and thanks for your support!

CNC Warrior Product Development

**** The determination of the suitability of any product for certain specific use is the responsibility of the purchaser.
All firearms are potentially dangerous and can cause personal injury or death.
IT IS YOUR responsibility and legal obligation to properly handle, load, unload, use, transport, maintain, and store your firearm in a safe manner 
so as to prevent its accidental discharge. Likewise, parts for firearms are also potentially dangerous if installed improperly and can cause your 
firearm to malfunction and accidentally discharge.
Appropriate eye protection must me worn before attempting to work on any firearm.
No liability is expressed or implied for the damage or injury as a result of improper installation or use of this product.
Warranty is limited to the replacement of this product only.
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